
Half a million Ukrainian children have started their school year in the 
European Union. But many others inside Ukraine simply don't have a 
classroom to go to.

We will provide 100 million euros for the rehabilitation of damaged 
Ukrainian schools, because the future of Ukraine begins in its schools.

Our actions towards Ukrainian refugees must not be an exception. They
can be our blueprint for going forward.

We need fair and quick procedures, a system that is crisis proof and quick
to deploy, and a permanent and legally binding mechanism that ensures
solidarity.

It’s great to see education so high in the list of priorities for the support of
Ukraine throughout this crisis. Ensuring that the next generations of
Ukrainians can carry on learning is the one of the investments which will
yield the most results in the long-term. 

Earlier this year, as the war in Ukraine started, we condemned the double
standards of treatment of migrants from different backgrounds and
countries of origin. So we’re happy to see that the EU will work to make
sure this is going to change in the future. 

SOTEU '22
In September each year, the President of the European Commission delivers the State of the 
Union address to the Parliament. The address takes stock of the achievements of the past 

year and presents the priorities for the year ahead.
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Gas prices have risen by more than 10 times compared to before the
pandemic. We are putting forward measures to end our dependence on
Russian gas and ensure millions of Europeans are able to make ends meet
this winter: swifter transition to renewables, in-house energy production,
cap on the profits of gas and oil companies. 

We also have to work tirelessly towards climate adaptation, and make
nature our first ally. This is why our Union will push for an ambitious
climate deal for nature at the UN conference on biodiversity in Montréal
as well as the COP 27. 

We need much more focus in our investment on professional education
and upskilling. This is why I am proposing to make 2023 the European
Year of Skills.

Families and businesses will bear the brunt of the gas crisis this winter.
Young people worldwide are going to witness the worst of the climate
crisis in the decades to come. 

By ending the EU energy dependence, we will have more power to choose
and invest in energy sources that are greener and more sustainable for the
benefit of all, in the medium- and long-term. 

Skills are not only relevant for the labour market! We want the European
Year of Skills to build up on the European Year of Youth, making sure that
the new generations have the right skills to thrive not only in their
professional careers but also in their lives and societies. A lifelong
learning approach is required! 
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Regarding CoFoE: after Europe listened to its citizens’ voice, we now need
to deliver. The Citizens’ Panels that were central to the Conference will
now become a regular feature of our democratic life. 

I have outlined a number of proposals for the year ahead that stem from
the Conference conclusions, which include for example a new initiative on
mental health. For many who feel anxious and lost, appropriate,
accessible and affordable support can make all the difference
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The involvement of citizens in democratic processes is good news!
Nonetheless, we highlighted some participatory and transparency issues
in our reaction "We played our part. EU, time to make a move". We expect
to see these shortages in the implementation and follow-up of the panels
being addressed and improved.

We have been advocating for more robust mental health policies in
education for decades, even more intensely after seeing the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the well-being of school students. What we’d like
to see? Holistic mental health initiatives that can address the wide social
and economic determiners of poor mental health  

CoFoE

Other relevant messages

Some of the proposed measures to offset the energy crisis: 
Reduce overall electricity consumption while ensuring targeted support 
measures for SMEs and families.

Cap on revenues of gas and oil companies - in the EU social economy 
market, profits must be shared and channelled to those who need it most.

Temporary emergency measures to lower the gas prices while ensuring 
supply security.

https://obessu.org/site/assets/files/3098/obessu_about_cofoe.pdf
https://obessu.org/site/assets/files/3098/obessu_about_cofoe.pdf
https://obessu.org/site/assets/files/3098/obessu_about_cofoe.pdf
https://www.obessu.org/site/assets/files/2989/obessu_covid-19_research_for_web-1.pdf
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Foreign entities are funding institutes and research centres producing 
knowledge that undermines European values and spreads misinformation. 
The EC will present a Defence of Democracy package to bring covert 
foreign and shady funding to light.

The unemployment rate is lower than ever. But at the same time, the 
number of vacancies is at a record level. The EU needs to attract skilled 
workers from abroad, by implementing better and faster routes for the 
recognition of their skills and by investing much more in training and 
further education.

Other relevant messages

Creation of a European Political Community that goes beyond the EU to 
enhance dialogue in the continent with future and former Member States.

To read the full address click here

https://state-of-the-union.ec.europa.eu/index_en

